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Preface
The proportion of large to small earthquakes within a seismic zone is determined by
the slope of the line that maps the logarithm of the rate of earthquakes occurring to their
magnitudes, known as the Gutenberg-Richter relation. Since the slope is a stochastic
variable, its estimate is non-trivial. Here I find a process to make this estimate where the
span of earthquakes is small, providing an alternative method with its own specific
advantages.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation, “Estimating the b-Value of the Gutenberg-Richter
Relation for Catalogs with a Short Span of Magnitudes,” was submitted to the Bulletin of
the Seismological Society of America and is currently undergoing revision for a
resubmission.
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Abstract
Kutliroff, Jerome. Ph. D. The University of Memphis. August 2017. Estimating the
Proportions of Large to Small Earthquakes in Seismic Regions With a Short Span of
Earthquake Magnitudes. Major Professor: Chris H. Cramer, Ph. D.
The rate at which earthquakes occur is dependent on their magnitudes, a distribution
quantified by the Gutenberg-Richter relation. This relation is characterized by a
parameter, b, that is a measure of the dependence of the rate on the magnitude. Here, we
develop a method to estimate b and its associated uncertainty accurately. The maximum
likelihood function of Aki (1965) generally used to estimate the b parameter is shown to
apply only to a minimum span of magnitudes. Formulas are derived that are accurate for
any magnitude span. These formulas also detect the regions of the Frequency-Magnitude
Distribution (FMD) that minimize bias in the b-value estimate. A sampling method
improves the accuracy of the estimates markedly and provides immediate means to assess
uncertainties in the estimates of b. The sources of uncertainties in estimating b are
analyzed and boot-strap methods are used to determine the final uncertainty. A
comparison to published results that used the Aki formula shows that these methods give
significantly lower estimates of b for the magnitude spans involved.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
The earthquake – the earthquake of November 23, 1980, with its infinite destruction –
entered into our bones. It expelled the habit of stability and solidity, the confidence
that every second would be identical to the next, the familiarity of sounds and gestures,
the certainty of recognizing them. A sort of suspicion of every form of reassurance
took over, a tendency to believe in every prediction of bad luck, an obsessive attention
to signs of the brittleness of the world, and it was hard to take control again. Minutes
and minutes and minutes that wouldn’t end.
-- Elena Ferrante, The Story of the Lost Child
The above excerpt refers to the 1980 Irpinia, Italy earthquake. It was an earthquake of
moment magnitude 6.9, left 3,500 people dead, 9,500 injured and 235,000 homeless. Of
the $40 billion provided for rebuilding, only one fourth actually found its way to
reconstruction that benefitted the victims of the earthquake. The mafia-type Camorra,
bribes to government officials and a society of suddenly wealthy citizens took the rest
(Global Earthquake Model_Earthquake Consequences Database).
Earthquakes are unpredictable and they occur with no warning beyond a few seconds.
The immediate consequences, often devastating, and the aftermath test any society’s
resilience, resourcefulness, preparedness and social character. The number of fatalities is
correlated with the amount of corruption where the earthquakes occur (Ambraseys and
Bilham, 2011). The long-term consequences can be unexpectedly sordid, as with the
Irpinia earthquake; can add interminable misery, as we see in Haiti; or it can result in
effective construction codes as in Japan and California that mitigate risk. Earthquakes,
after the disastrous events themselves, can actually result in positive change as, for
example, with the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 where the rebuilding process reoriented the
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city’s governance to allow Portugal to grow economically along with other European
countries (Shrady, 2008).
Preparedness is the key to survival and also to long-term recovery from seismic hazard.
Part of preparing is to use our understanding of seismology to inform the tools of
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis so as to assess seismic risk (National Research
Council, 2003; Reiter, 1990).
The rate at which earthquakes occur depends in part upon their relative magnitudes.
There are relatively few large ones, and many small ones. Helpfully, this distribution is
described by a mathematical relationship that allows us to forecast the rate of large
earthquakes, which are uncommon, based on the rate of small ones, which are frequent in
seismically active regions. This frequency-magnitude distribution has been found to be
an exponential function known as the Gutenberg-Richter relation (Ishimoto and Iida,
1939; Gutenberg and Richter, 1944). Generally, the number of earthquakes worldwide
decreases by a factor of ten for every increase in magnitude. Worldwide we see about 1
magnitude 8 earthquake each year, 10 magnitude 7s, 100 magnitude 6s, etc. So, we can
say, for example, that there is 1 magnitude 8 for every 100 magnitude 6 earthquakes. The
precise value of this proportion for a specific seismic region is characterized by the bvalue, a parameter of the Gutenberg-Richter relation. It is estimating this parameter that
is addressed in this study, so as to enhance the probabilistic forecast that can be made for
seismically active areas.
This study was motivated by the maps shown in Figures 1 and 2. The San Andreas
Fault in California is a transform fault and the two tectonic plates that meet forming the
fault slide by one another at about 48 mm per year. Where the plates stick, elastic energy
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builds up until it releases. Then the plate slips, and that is an earthquake. The Dead Sea
fault in Israel, Jordan and Lebanon, in contrast, builds up displacement across the fault at
about 4 mm per year.

Figure 1. The San Andreas Fault showing the earthquakes that occurred in a narrow band
between 1980 and 2009.

3

Figure 2. The Dead Sea Fault showing the earthquakes that occurred in a narrow band
between 1983 and 2006.
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Apart from the rates at which they move, the two faults have certain similarities.
Perhaps we can see the Dead Sea Fault as the San Andreas Fault in slow motion. My
original proposal was to compare several characteristics to see if activity on the San
Andreas Fault could be used to forecast activity on the Dead Sea Fault. These long
transform faults have an anatomy, with varying seismicity (the number of earthquakes),
varying proportions of large to small earthquakes, varying geology, and varying numbers
of branches that serve to distribute stress, among the differences along the faults. The
geology, the geometry, and other factors affect the rates at which earthquakes occur and
the ratio of large ones to small. I set out to divide the bands along the faults into small
rectangles, marked in Figures 1 and 2 at the vertices: S1, S2, etc., A1, A2, etc., and began
to estimate the parameter of the Gutenberg Richter relation that determined that ratio. I
soon realized that the methods available did not yield accurate estimates, largely due to
the small number of earthquakes in the segments examined. This dissertation is the result
of my efforts to find a method to make this estimate of the ratio of large to small
earthquakes in small seismically active areas, small being defined with respect to the
number of earthquakes and their span of magnitudes.
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Chapter 2
Estimating the b-Value of the Gutenberg-Richter Relation for
Catalogs with a Short Span of Magnitudes
INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes worldwide and in specific seismically active regions are distributed
according to an exponential relationship, usually written as the Gutenberg-Richter
formula (G-R),
log N C inf ( m ) = A − bm

(1)

where N C inf (m) is the cumulative, denoted by subscript C, frequency of earthquakes of
magnitude ≥ m in a given time period, log is logarithm base 10, A is the log of the total
number of earthquakes of magnitudes ≥ 0 , and b is a measure of the ratio of large to
small earthquakes (Ishimoto and Iida, 1939; Gutenberg and Richter, 1944). The subscript
“inf,” designates that this equation is an approximation, valid for the linear region, as if
there is an infinitely long span of magnitudes. We shall refer to relationships of this form
and their plots as Frequency-Magnitude Distributions (FMD).
The G-R relation using the natural logarithm, ln, in place of log, replaces b with
β = b ln10 and A with Ae = A ln10 (In base 10, the parameter A is an English capital A.

In the base e form, a Greek capital alpha is commonly used. We will use Ae for the base
e form). Then,
ln N C inf ( m ) = Αe − β m .

For world seismicity and separate seismic regions b is about 1 (Stein and Wysession,
2003). Laboratory experiments indicate that it may be a measure of the stress, larger
stresses yielding lower b-values (Scholz, 1968), and comparisons with strike slip, thrust
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and reverse faulting finds the same dependence in the crust (Schorlemmer, Wiemer, and
Wyss, 2005). This suggests that accurate estimates of the b-value could provide a picture
of the stresses in seismic areas.
This study is about estimating the value of the parameter b using FMDs made from
earthquake catalogs that have a short span of magnitudes in the time interval of the
catalog. The method of choice of estimating b is the maximum likelihood function of
Aki (1965) as modified by Utsu (1965) (Naylor, Orfanogiannaki and Harte, 2010).
Weichert (1980) applies it to develop a formula that includes several catalogs that are
complete at differing magnitudes and times. Bender (1983) shows that a method based
on the Aki-Utsu function requires a span of at least 3 magnitude units when magnitudes
are binned in 0.1 magnitude bins. Generally, studies of b-value estimation stress the need
for a catalog containing a specific minimum number of earthquakes, with the error
increasing with decreasing amounts of data (Woessner and Wiemer, 2005; Naylor,
Orfanogiannaki and Harte, 2010). Focusing on the amount of data often subsumes the
issue of the actual span of magnitudes. However, the effect of the magnitude span
dominates the applicability of the Aki-Utsu function, particularly when catalogs contain a
small number of earthquakes.
Since the FMD can deviate from the true G-R relation at small magnitudes due to an
inability to record all of the small earthquakes, measurements of b require a
determination of the minimum magnitude at which the FMD is complete. This shortens
the available magnitude span, as does also the range of the largest magnitudes that are
present in the catalog, where the FMD tends to flatten due to the limited time span of the
catalog and the low rates of large earthquakes, reducing the magnitude span further.
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Various methods have been employed to determine the minimum magnitude of
completeness (Mignan and Woessner, 2012).
Here, we derive formulas based on the Aki maximum likelihood function that are
accurate for any span of magnitude values, and that also provide a means to determine the
minimum magnitude of completeness.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Generating Synthetic Earthquake Catalogs
The G-R relation, written above (Eqn. 1), is for cumulative values of N C inf (m) , that is,
N C inf (m) is the frequency of earthquakes of magnitudes ≥ m . The relation is also true

for incremental values of the frequency of earthquakes, N I (m) , changing only the Aparameter (Herrmann, 1977), thus:
log N I (m) = a − bm .

(2)

For given values of a, b, and discrete values of m, this equation generates a list of
values of N I (m) . Taking a cumulative sum of these N I (m) values, from a maximum to a
minimum magnitude, generates a list of values of N C (m) from which a cumulative FMD
is generated. In order to generate FMDs with a specified number of earthquakes between
a minimum and a maximum magnitude, we derive a relation giving the number of
earthquakes in the given magnitude range from the parameter a, since a is used to
generate the values of N I (m)
There are three steps to achieve such a formula.
(1) We need an expression for the G-R relation for the cumulative frequency, N C (m) ,
that accounts for the maximum magnitude, mmax . We call this the “bounded” form. The
maximum magnitude used here is the largest magnitude in the given catalog that is being
8

used. This may differ from the largest possible maximum magnitude for a given seismic
region that is used in Seismic Hazard Analysis.
(2) Since in a cumulative FMD, the total number of earthquakes N C (0) = 10 A , we can
generate an FMD with a specific number of earthquakes with an expression relating
a and A.
(3) The results of steps 1 and 2 are combined in an expression that gives a for a specific
number of earthquakes in a specific magnitude span.
Step (1): Derive the expression for N C (m) , the bounded cumulative G-R relation.
“Bounded” refers to being bounded by the maximum magnitude that here is the largest
magnitude in the catalog under consideration.
The cumulative rate of earthquakes is the incremental rate at m plus the sum of all
incremental rates > m . The incremental rate at m means all the earthquakes in a bin such
that m −

Δm
Δm
, where the precision of the magnitude measurements is Δm .
≤ m< m+
2
2

For the minimum magnitude m0 ,
n

N C ( m0 ) = N I ( m0 ) + ∑ N I ( m0 + iΔm ) .

(3)

i=1

The i-th magnitude is mi = m0 + iΔm and the maximum magnitude is m0 + nΔm , making
N C (m) bounded. For any magnitude mk ,
n

N C (mk ) = ∑ N I (m0 + iΔm)

(4)

i=k
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N C ( mk ) is the sum of all the N I (m) for m ≥ mk , up to mmax . N I (m) = eα −β m is the
exponential, base e form of the incremental G-R relation, from Eqn. (2). Substituting this
form of N I (m) into Eqn. (4) gives

⎡ n − β ( m0 +iΔm ) ⎤
N C ( mk ) = ∑ N I ( m0 + iΔm ) = e ⎢ ∑ e
⎥
⎣ i=k
⎦
i=k
n

α

n

N C ( mk ) = eα −β m0 ∑ e− βiΔm .
i=k

Appendix A demonstrates summing this series for all values of i to get:
N C (m) =

eα
⎡ e− β m − e− β (mmax +Δm ) ⎤⎦ ,
− βΔm ⎣
1− e

(5)

where mmax is the maximum magnitude. This is the bounded form of the cumulative
Gutenberg-Richter relation. This equation relates the cumulative G-R relation to the
incremental relation through the parameter α that is an advantage over the form given by
Cornell and Vanmarcke (1969).
Step (2): Derive the relation that finds a(A) for the parameters of the incremental and
cumulative forms of the G-R relation, Eqns. (2) and (1).
We generate FMDs from the incremental form of the G-R relation, where N I (0) = 10 a .
For the cumulative form, N C (0) = 10 A is the total number of earthquakes in the FMD.
We want to get a from A so we can generate an FMD for a specific number of
earthquakes.
Change Eqn. (5) to base 10:
N C (m) =

10 a
⎡10 −bm − 10 −b(mmax +Δm ) ⎤⎦
1− 10 −bΔm ⎣

For m = 0 , N C ( 0 ) = 10 A and
10

10 a
⎡1− 10 −b( mmax +Δm ) ⎤
10 =
−bΔm ⎣
⎦
1− 10
A

Solve for a (see Appendix B), and
⎛ 1− 10 −bmmax ⎞
a = A − log ⎜ 1+
10 bΔm − 1 ⎟⎠
⎝

(6)

An aside on this expression: Herrmann (1977) gives a different formula for the
relation between A, designated here AH , and a, viz,

a = AH + log (10 bΔm − 10 −bΔm ) .

(7)

For Δm = 0.1 , b = 1 , mmax >2.0, and using the same value for a to find A from Eqn. (6)
and AH from Herrmann’s equation (7), A is approximately AH + 0.35 . The total number
of earthquakes is 10 A , so the actual number of earthquakes is 2.3 times what Herrmann’s
formula indicates. Further discussion appears at the end of Appendix B.
Step 3: Determine the a-value to generate a specific number of earthquakes in the
magnitude span [m0 , mmax ] .
For m = m0 , Eqn. (1) becomes log N c (m0 ) = A − bm0 . Substituting A from here into Eqn.
(6) and defining nE = N C (m0 ) gives
⎛ 1− 10 −bnΔm ⎞
a = log nE + bm0 − log ⎜ 1+
10 bΔm − 1 ⎟⎠
⎝

(8)

As an example demonstrating the accuracy of these equations (5), (6) and (8), we
generate a catalog with 1000 earthquakes from magnitudes 0 to 2.0 and b = 1.0 . Eqn. (8)
gives a = 2.317 . The incremental rate of earthquakes, N I (m) is generated using this value
of a and b = 1.0 in the Gutenberg-Richter relation, Eqn. (2). The cumulative rate, N C (m) ,
is generated by taking the reverse cumulative sum of N I (m) . These values of N C (m)
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should correspond exactly to the values of Eqn. (5), in base 10 form. Figure 3 shows
plots of N I (m) , labeled “NI ;” N C (m) that is generated from N I (m) , labeled “NC ;” and
N C (m) calculated, labeled “NC calculated,” that is generated from Eqn. (5). These two

curves from N C (m) are coincident, supporting the validity of the derivation of Eqn. (5).
Eqn. (5) seems to have an unexpected “orphan” Δm , the Δm in the −e− β (mmax −Δm ) term.
The curve labeled “NC calc modified,” shows Eqn. (5) without this Δm ; it deviates from
N C at the right, the larger magnitude end. The values of a = log N I (0) = 2.317 and
A = log N C (0) = 3.000 are exactly as calculated from Eqn. (6). Herrmann’s equation,

Eqn. (7) gives A = 1.984.

Figure 3. A synthetic FMD generated using Eqn. (8), and plots of Equations (5) in base
10, (6), and (7). The FMD is generated to have 1000 earthquakes in the magnitude range
[0, 2.0]. NI is the incremental form, NC the cumulative. NC calculated is a plot of Eqn.
(5) in base 10. NC calc modified lacks the Δm in the −e− β (mmax −Δm ) term of Eqn. (5).
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The Aki-Utsu Maximum Likelihood Function
An ideal plot of the Gutenberg-Richter relation is a line with a constant slope of –b.
However, because the data that make up the FMD reflect a stochastic process, statistical
methods are used to estimate the parameters in the G-R relation. A least-squares estimate
of the b-value has been shown to be imprecise as it is equally sensitive to magnitude
points on the FMD with small numbers of earthquakes as it is to those with large numbers
(Amorèse, Grasso and Rydelek, 2010), and variability in the number of large magnitude
earthquakes can significantly alter the slope of the G-R relation. Aki (1965), on the other
hand, calculates a maximum likelihood estimate of b that is the equivalent of
1
= m − m0 ,
β

(9)

where β is the b-value of the Gutenberg-Richter relation expressed in natural logarithms,

m is the mean magnitude and m0 is the minimum magnitude, usually the smallest
magnitude at which the earthquake catalog is complete. This formula applies to
continuous magnitudes.
In base ten, Aki’s formula is

bA =

log e
,
m − m0

(10)

where the subscript A refers to Aki’s method. Aki’s formula is generally applied
(Wiemer and Wyss, 2002) with a modification by Utsu (1965) to account for discrete
values of magnitude:

bU =

log e
,
m − (m0 − Δm / 2)

(11)
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where the subscript U refers to Utsu’s modification and Δm is the precision with which
magnitude is measured.
Another form derived from the Aki maximum likelihood formula (9), using statistical
methods is that of Tinti and Mulargia (1987):
bTM =

⎛
1
Δm ⎞
,
ln ⎜ 1+
Δm ln10 ⎝
m − m0 ⎟⎠

(12)

where the subscript TM refers to Tinti and Mulargia..
We check the accuracy of these three formulas over a range of magnitudes by
constructing a synthetic FMD with specified values of a and b, finding the mean
magnitude as a function of the magnitude range and plotting the b-values vs. the
magnitude span for each of the above formulae.
The mean magnitude is the weighted average
n

m=

∑ m N (m )
i

I

i

(13)

i=0
n

∑ N (m )
I

i

i=0

where i = [0,n] gives the range of magnitudes from a minimum m0 to a maximum mn .
We generate a synthetic, ideal (no uncertainties), incremental FMDs with the specific
value of b = 1.0 , a minimum magnitude of 2.0, maximum magnitudes ranging from 2.5
to 6.5, and Δm = 0.1 . We use a large number of earthquakes, 7,500 to 10,000 over the
lengthening magnitude range, to minimize any statistical errors due to a scatter of
earthquakes. Eqn. (8) generates the a value. From these FMDs, we calculate the mean
magnitudes, m using Eqn. (13) and use them to calculate the b-values from the three
formulae above, bA , bU , and bTM , that is, from Equations (10), (11) and (12) as a
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function of the span of earthquakes, which ranges from 0.5 to 4.5. The mean magnitude
is dependent on the span of magnitudes, so we plot these b-values as a function of the
magnitude spans in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Three estimates of the b-value of synthetic FMDs versus the magnitude range.
The FMD’s have 10,000 earthquakes (magnitude values) and a b-value = 1.0. The
minimum magnitude = 2.0 and the maximum ranges from 2.5 to 6.5, with Δm = 0.1 . The
number of earthquakes over this maximum magnitude range is 7,500 to 10,000. Each
value of the magnitude range represents a separate FMD.
The effect of the Utsu correction to Aki’s formula is to lower it toward the correct value
of b = 1.0 . Clearly the Aki-Utsu estimate, bU and the Tinti-Mulargia estimate, bTM are
only accurate, within 1.5 % of the value of b, for magnitude spans > 2.5 , when Δm = 0.1 .
Each magnitude span is nΔm , n being an integer. These two formulas become accurate
for nΔm > 2.5 , or for n > 25 .
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The calculations for Figure 4 also show that the Aki-Utsu equation (11) and the TintiMulargia equation (12) give very nearly the same results, differing by 3% at the left to
0.4% on the right.
The formula developed by Weichert (1980) is also accurate over the entire range of
magnitudes and is the method of choice used by the United States Geological Survey
(Personal communication, Oliver S. Boyd). The work presented here is meant to correct
the bias in b-value estimates at low magnitudes due to use of the Aki maximum
likelihood function and provides an alternate to other methods including that of Weichert.
The Aki maximum likelihood function, Eqn. (10), is an expression for b(m) . We
need another form of such an expression that is accurate over any range of magnitudes, so
that we can use it for earthquake catalogs with a limited range. One such expression is
the definition of the mean magnitude, Eqn. (13). N I (m) is a function of b, Eqn.(2), so
that upon substituting this expression in digital form into Eqn. (13), I derive an
expression for b(m) that will be correct for all magnitude spans. Then I write the sums
as elementary expressions (no summations) to obtain an analytical expression that can be
used to find b for any m .
Derivation of mI (b) for Any Magnitude Span m
I will find an expression for mI (b) that I can invert to find b(mI ) .
I begin with the definition of the incremental mean magnitude:
n

mI =

∑ m N (m )
i

I

i

i=0
n

∑ N (m )
I

.

(14)

i

i=0
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This is the same as Eqn (13), but noting that this mean magnitude is derived from the
incremental mean magnitude, mI . I substitute the exponential form of the GutenbergRichter relation for incremental N, the number or rate of earthquakes:

N I ( mi ) = eα −β mi .

(15)

Using mi = m0 + iΔm so that the index, i, begins with i = 1 after the minimum magnitude

m0 :
n

mI =

m0 eα −β m0 + ∑ ( m0 + iΔm ) eα −β ( m0 +iΔm )
i=1

n

+ ∑ eα −β ( m0 +iΔm )

α − β m0

e

i=1

α − β m0
factoring out e
and canceling it:
n

mI =

m0 + m0 ∑ e

− β iΔm

i=1

n

+ Δm ∑ ie− βΔm
i=1

n

1+ ∑ e

.

− β iΔm

i=1

Both the first sum on the top, which appears also on the bottom and is a geometric series,
and the second sum on the top can be expressed as elementary expressions (both
summations are low-order polylogarithms, Jonquière’s function). Performing these
summations and simplifying (see Appendix C) yields

mI = m0 + Δme

− βΔm

⎡ 1− ( n + 1) e− β nΔm + ne− β ( n+1)Δm
⎢
− βΔm
1+ e− β nΔm − e− β ( n+1)Δm
⎢⎣ 1− e

(

)

⎤
⎥.
⎥⎦

Because mi = m0 + iΔm and mmax = m0 + nΔm , n =
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mmax − m0
.
Δm

(16)

Using β = b ln10 we can use a grid search to solve equation (16) numerically for its
inverse, b(mI ) , where mI is evaluated directly from its definition, Eqn. (14), using the
catalog that makes up the FMD.
Equation (16) reduces to the Tinti-Mulargia equation, Eqn. (12) for large n.
As n becomes very large, mI approximates to

1 ⎞
⎛
mI = m0 + Δme− βΔm ⎜
.
⎝ 1− e− βΔm ⎟⎠

(17)

Solving for β and substituting β = b ln10 yields
bTM =

⎛
1
Δm ⎞
,
ln ⎜ 1+
Δm ln10 ⎝
mI − m0 ⎟⎠

which is Eqn. (12). As we see in Figure 3, it is accurate to < 1.5% only for magnitude
spans that are > 25Δm .
Derivation of a Second Expression in the Form of m (b)
Consider a bounded cumulative FMD. It is generated by equation (5) and has the
same b-value as the incremental FMD. In parallel with the derivation of mI (b) , Eqn.
(16), we define a sort of mean magnitude for the cumulative FMD:
n

mC =

∑ m N (m )
i

C

i

i=0
n

∑ N (m )
C

,

(18)

i

i=0

where mC is perhaps a “cumulative mean magnitude.”
We need to find an analytical expression for mC (b) . We proceed as we did for mI (b) ,
and substitute the expression for N C (mi ) , Eqn. (5). Using mmax = m0 + nΔm ,
equation (5) becomes
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eα
⎡ e− β m − e− β (m0 +(n+1)Δm ) ⎤⎦
N C (m) =
− βΔm ⎣
1− e

(19)

Take m0 N C (m0 ) and N C (m0 ) out of the summations, and write mi as m0 + iΔm in Eqn.
(18):
n

mC =

m0 N C (m0 ) + ∑ mi N C ( mi )
i=1
n

N C (m0 ) + ∑ N C ( mi )
i=1

Substitute for N C (m) from Eqn. (19):
n

mC =

m0 ⎡⎣ e− β m0 − e− B(m0 +(n+1)Δm ⎤⎦ + ∑ (m0 + iΔm) ⎡⎣ e− β (m0 +iΔm ) − e− β (m0 +(n+1)Δm ) ⎤⎦
i=1

e

− β m0

−e

− β (m0 +(n+1)Δm

+ ∑ ⎡⎣ e− β (m0 +iΔm ) − e− β (m0 +(n+1)Δm ⎤⎦

.

Summing and simplifying this expression is shown in Appendix D.

1
⎧ 1
⎫
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β nΔm
1−
n
+
1
n
+
2
e
+
n
n
+
2
e
−
n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎪
(
)
(
)
(
)
− βΔm ⎪
2
2
mC = m0 + Δme
⎨
⎬.
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β ( n+2 )Δm
− βΔm
− β nΔm
⎡
⎤
1−
e
1+
n
+
2
e
−
2n
+
3
e
+
n
+
1
e
(
)
(
)
(
)
⎪
⎣
⎦ ⎪
⎩
⎭
(20)
Using β = b ln10 , this expression for mC (b) is inverted numerically by way of a grid
search to find b(mC ) , where mC is calculated from the data using its definition, Eqn. (18).
The Numerical Inverses of mI (bI ) and mC (bC )
From here on, we designate the b-value estimate derived from the incremental G-R
relation, using Eqn. (16), as bI and the b-value estimate from the cumulative form, using
Eqn. (20) as bC .
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Figure 5 shows the plots of these two expressions Eqn. (16) and Eqn. (20), for
Δm = 0.1 and n = 16 , graphed as bI vs. ( mi − m0 ) , and bC vs.

( mC − m0 ) .

This

represents the grid-search that is done to estimate the b-values for given Δm , n and
m − m0 , which is done digitally with very dense points to a four-decimal-place accuracy.

Figure 5. Graphs of b vs. m − m0 for both the incremental form, Eqn. (16), and the
cumulative form, Eqn. (20) with Δm = 0.1 and n = 16 .
Figure 6 shows estimates of bI and bC using this grid search method, made on
synthetic FMDs with b = 1.0 , Δm = 0.1 , and a = 5.317 (giving a cumulative 10,000
earthquakes at magnitudes ≥ 2.0 ). These expressions, Eqn. (16) and Eqn. (20)
accurately, to within <0.1%, return the b-value from which the FMD was generated for
all magnitude spans. The bU estimate is included for comparison.
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Figure 6. Estimates of bU , bI and bC vs. magnitude span, made on synthetic
FMDs with b = 1.0 , Δm = 0.1 , and a = 5.317 (giving a cumulative 10,000
earthquakes at magnitudes ≥ 2.0 ), as in Figure 3. The values using equations
(16) and (20) are accurate for any magnitude span.
THREE FACTORS THAT BIAS THE B-ESTIMATE
Discrete Values of N(m)
Synthetic FMDs are generated from the exponential form, in base 10, of the
incremental G-R relation, Eqn. (2):
N I (m) = 10 a−bm

(21)

As written, this is a continuous function of m. For each value of m, N I (m) is an exact
value, often a fraction. Since there can be only an integral number of earthquakes,
N I (m) needs to be rounded to the nearest integer.

The estimated b-value, for the

rounded values of N I (m) will not return the value from which the FMD was generated.
It is instructive to look at some numbers.
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An incremental FMD is generated with parameters a = 3.035 and b = 1.000 .
Table 1
Comparison of b for Unrounded and Rounded Data Points
Unrounded

Rounded

Magnitude, m

NI(m)

log NI(m)

NI(m)

log NI(m)

2.0

10.84

1.035

11

1.041

2.1

8.609

0.935

9

0.954

b

1.00

0.87

The b-value is the negative slope of log N I (m) . Table 1 shows that for the unrounded
case, b = 1.00 , but for the rounded case, b = 0.87 .
We now generate two sets of incremental FMDs for closely spaced, increasing values
of a, from 3.000 to 3.900 in increments of 0.005. Both sets use Δm = 0.1 . One set is
generated for unrounded N I (m) and the other with rounded values. We determine the
estimates of bI using the inverse of mI (bI ) , Eqn. (16). Prepare for a surprise.
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Figure 7. Estimates of b for continuous and discrete N. Two sets of incremental
FMDs, rounded and discrete, were generated with Δm = 0.1 and with closely spaced
increasing a-values, from 3.000 to 3.900 in increments of 0.005, yielding the shown
numbers of earthquakes in each FMD, nE . The bI -values were estimated from the
inverse of mI (bI ) , Eqn. (16). The FMDs were converted into cumulative FMDs and
the bC -values determined from the inverse of mC (bC ) , Eqn. (20).
The points making the horizontal line near the center of Figure 7 are the b-values for
the unrounded N I (m) , marked “cont N,” for “continuous.” They are exactly 1.000,
returning the value from which the FMDs were generated. However, the FMDs with
rounded values of N I (m) , marked “discrete N,” show varying b-values that oscillate with
increasing nE . The incremental FMDs were converted to cumulative FMDs and their bvalues determined from the inverse of mC (bC ) , Eqn. (20). They too return the correct b
for the continuous case and an oscillating varying value for the discrete case.
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The oscillating property of b(nE ) appears for natural earthquake catalogs as well.
Figure 8 is an example. Here a set of FMDs is generated from an earthquake catalog
containing 204 earthquakes in the truncated magnitude span of [2.0, 3.0]. FMDs are
made from specific numbers, nE , of randomly selected earthquakes. The sequence of
FMDs is made from 20 through 180 earthquakes (their magnitude values), with the
number of earthquakes in successive FMDs differing by 1. The b-values for both bI and
bC oscillate with decreasing variation as nE increases. The variation in the synthetic

FMDs of Figure 7 at nE = 100 is approximately 0.06 as compared with approximately 0.4
in the natural FMDs of Figure 8.

Figure 8. Estimated b-values versus the number of earthquakes sampled from FMDs
made from a natural earthquake catalog. Each value of nE was randomly selected once.
The catalog is from a region on the San Andreas Fault designated saf9. The region is 40
x 37 km and is centered at 34.847 latitude, -118.972 longitude.
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This observation is important as it shows that a single measurement of the b-value for
catalogs with < 180 earthquakes can have a significant bias, from 1.0 units to 0.08 in
Figure 8, its size depending on the number of earthquakes included in the estimate.
Each of the b-values in Figure 8 is made from one random selection of a specific
number, nE , of earthquakes. Selecting the same number of earthquakes repeatedly gives
a range of values for b that can be averaged to a value specific to that number of
earthquakes.
To clarify, assume we want to estimate bI and bC of an FMD of 200 earthquakes. We
randomly select some number of them, say 60. That is, nE = 60 . We construct an FMD
of those 60 and estimate bI and bC . We repeat the process, randomly selecting another
sample of 60 earthquakes and generate an FMD from them. Since it is not the same 60
earthquakes, we get close, but different b-values. Figure 8 uses one sample of each nE
earthquakes. Figure 9 uses the same catalog as does Figure 8, except that 1000 random
samples of each nE is made, each one converted to an FMD and the resulting b-values
averaged together.
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Figure 9. Mean b-value estimates as a function of the number of earthquakes, nE
selected to generate FMDs 1000 times and averaged. For each point, nE
earthquakes were randomly selected 1000 times, the b-values estimated and the
results averaged. The catalog used is the same as for Figure 8. The mean values
of b(nE ) , now showing smooth roughly horizontal lines, extract information
from even the smallest number of data points, and allow for a boot-strap
determination of the uncertainty.
Both estimates of b behave similarly. The average values of b, each made from a set
of 1000 FMDs generated with a specific number of randomly sampled earthquakes make
smooth, nearly horizontal lines for all nE . The two types of b-estimate, bI and bC ,
however, are not equal.
The procedure that was used to produce Figure 9, randomly sampling nE magnitude
values many times and averaging the b-values computed from each, has three important
properties. Firstly, it gives a mean value of b(nE ) yielding a smooth line instead of the
widely varying values shown in Figure 7. Secondly, it extracts information from small to
large numbers of earthquakes yielding essentially stable values. Thirdly, it provides an
estimate of the b statistic from which a mean value and a standard deviation can be
obtained in a bootstrap process. Repeating the procedure several times, with replacement,
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yields samples of mean b-values from which the mean of these mean values can be
estimated with its standard error, as long as the b-values so obtained are independent.
The remainder of the paper deals with 2 issues: (1) why bI and bC differ from one
another; and (2) determining the magnitude of the uncertainty in the final b-value
estimates. We will see that the former is because of the way they respond to errors
inherent in the FMD.
Uncertainty in Magnitude Estimates
Simulations of FMD’s with errors in the magnitudes are generated to examine the
effects of the error on the b-value estimates.
Uncertainties in the magnitudes of earthquakes are taken to approximate a normal
distribution (Miao and Langston, 2007; Rhoades, 1996). A synthetic FMD was generated
at given values of a and b. If the final FMD is to span magnitudes m0 to mmax , the FMD
is initially generated from a magnitude below m0 so that when the uncertainty is applied
magnitudes can move right and left across m0 . The FMD is then turned into a list, the
uncertainty of a specific standard deviation, σ , randomly applied to the magnitudes on a
normal distribution and the list is turned back into an FMD. Magnitudes below m0 were
removed, a cumulative FMD generated and the three b-values, bI , bC and bls estimated,
using the sampling method described above.
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Figure 10. FMDs illustrating the effect of a large error in the magnitudes. FI = log of
incremental rate with no error applied and b = 1.0 . FC = log of the cumulative rate
with no error. FoIe = log of the incremental rate with a normal error at standard
deviation 1.0 applied to the magnitudes. FoIe spans magnitudes 1.0 to 4.0. FIe spans
magnitudes 2.0 to 4.0. FCe is the log of the cumulative rate with the error applied. FI
contains 7,700 earthquakes between magnitudes 1.0 and 4.0, of which 765 are
between magnitudes 2.0 and 4.0. After the error is applied, FIe has added 1,388
earthquakes between magnitudes 2.0 and 4.0.
Figure 10 illustrates an extreme case. An incremental FMD with b = 1.0 was
generated with 7700 earthquakes between magnitudes 1.0 and 4.0 (curve FI ). Of these
7700 earthquake magnitudes, 6,935 of them are between magnitudes 1.0 and 2.0, and 765
are between magnitudes 2.0 and 4.0. An unrealistically large normal uncertainty with a
standard deviation of 1.0 was applied to the magnitude values that made up the FMD
designated FI to illustrate the effect of a magnitude uncertainty on an FMD. A new
FMD was formed, curve F 0 Ie , which, compared with FI , adds 1,388 magnitude values
between magnitudes 2.0 and 4.0. The magnitude values on the FI line extending left and
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upward from magnitude 2.0 have been redistributed to the left and right. This
redistribution has substantially flattened the curve of the FMD, that is, the uncertainty
free incremental FMD has, due to the large magnitude errors, moved toward the
horizontal.
At the left side of the plot, where N I (m) values are highest, many magnitudes move
to higher magnitudes, to the right, but they are not fully replaced by magnitudes moving
from the left to right because there are none below magnitude 1.0. In effect, all the
missing magnitudes from the left are distributed to magnitudes < 1.0 and > 2.0. Hence
the line of FI has shifted to the curve FIe , with a lower b-value. FC and FCe are the
cumulative FMDs corresponding to FI and FIe .
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Figure 11. FMDs illustrating the effect of a reasonable error in the magnitudes.
Notation as in Figure 10. Here a normal uncertainty with a reasonable standard
deviation of 0.2 was applied to the magnitudes. FMDs with b = 1.0 were generated
at increasing values of a (see Equation 2), so that successive FMDs had increasing
numbers of earthquakes. FI of (a) has 48 earthquakes at magnitudes ≥ 2.0, (b) has 194,
and (c) has 779. The error was applied to the magnitudes and FMDs generated
yielding the curves FoIe, spanning magnitudes 1.8 to 4.0, and FIe, at magnitudes ≥ 2.0.
The cumulative FMDs FC and FCe were made from FI and FIe .
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Figure 11 shows similar plots to those of Figure 10, except that the standard deviation
of the uncertainty applied to the magnitudes is a more realistic 0.2. FMDs were
generated with b = 1.0 and a normal uncertainty, with σ = 0.2 , applied to the
magnitudes as for Figure 10. The three subplots of Figures 11 (a), (b), and (c) have
increasing numbers of earthquakes, with 48 above magnitude 2.0 in Figure 11 (a), 194 in
11 (b), and 779 in 11 (c). The fall-off at magnitudes < 2.0, here due to the applied error,
is similar to that seen in FMDs made from natural catalogs. The FMDs generated from
small numbers of earthquakes, as in Figures 11 (a) and 11 (b), show that the error has
redistributed the magnitude values markedly, lowering b in each case. In Figure 11 (c)
where there are a large number of earthquakes, errors appear at the left, for the reason
described above, and at the right where N I (m) is small. The b-value in the magnitude
range 2 to 3 is essentially the same as for the FMD with no error applied, FI .

Figure 12. The b-values for generated FMDs, b-value = 1.0, with an applied error,
standard deviation = 0.2, versus the number of earthquakes in the original FMDs.
The b-values of the FMDs of Figure 11 a, b, and c appear at nE = 48 , 194, and 779,
respectively. Each FMD of nE earthquakes was randomly sampled from the
complete FMD 1000 times, with the magnitude error freshly applied to each sample.
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Figure 12 shows plots of the mean values of bI and bC , for FMDs synthesized as in
Figure 11, as functions of the number of earthquakes sampled, nE . For each FMD that
was generated, all with b = 1.0 , a normal uncertainty with standard deviation 0.2 was
applied, bI and bC estimated and the process repeated 1,000 times, finally computing the
mean values for each nE . These mean b-values are lower than 1.0, and they do not
merge. The two different estimates of b respond differently to the applied magnitude
error.
The b-values for the FMDs of Figure 11 appear on the plots of Figure 12. The FMD
of Figure 11(a), for example, that plots 48 magnitude values and appears to show a
reduced b-value due to the applied error, has, on Figure 12, bI = 0.83 and bC = 0.85 .
The b-values rise smoothly and the estimates for samples of 765 earthquakes average to
0.90 and 0.92 respectively. The mean b-values of Figure 12 were estimated over the
magnitude range 2.0 to 4.0, so even at the highest nE they are reduced and are <1.0 due
to the flattening of the FMD curves at the lowest and highest ends.
The estimates of bI and bC both decrease with increasing standard deviation of the
applied uncertainty and are not coincident, as shown in Figure 13 for FMDs of 100
earthquakes and b = 1.0 . Similar results, not shown here, are obtained for a range of bvalues.
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Figure 13. The mean value of b with increasing error applied to the magnitudes. σ =
standard deviation of the applied error. The FMDs were generated with 100
earthquake magnitudes, b = 1.0 , the error applied and the b-values estimated. These
data are the means for 1000 repetitions each.
Uncertainty in Earthquake Distribution
The particular distribution of the magnitudes of a small number of earthquakes, as is
seen at the high-magnitude end of an FMD, contributes an erroneous reduction in the b
estimate for an FMD. We call this the “distribution error.” Figure 14 plots FMDs for a
natural earthquake catalog and for a synthetic catalog generated to match. Consider only
the points labeled “Natural FI.” This is the incremental FMD of the natural catalog. The
FMD descends from magnitudes 2 to 3 at a fairly constant slope then at a shallower slope
from magnitude 3 to magnitude 4.6. This phenomenon also appears in synthetic FMDs,
though less pronounced, as seen here in Figure 14, with the FMD marked “Model FI.” It
is also apparent in the synthetic FMDs of Figure 11 (a), (b) and (c). This spread of
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magnitudes when there are few is a recognized property of natural FMDs (Page, Alderson
and Doyle, 2011).

Figure 14. Comparison of natural and synthetic model FMDs. Natural FI is the
incremental FMD and Natural FC the cumulative FMDs of the earthquakes in the San
Andreas Fault segment saf5. Model FI and Model FC are the incremental and
cumulative FMDs of a generated catalog with b = 1.33 and an applied magnitude
error with σ = 0.1 . The cumulative FMDs are generated from the incremental FMD
limited to magnitudes 2.0 to 3.0. The region designated saf5 is 40 x 37 km and
centered at 33.584 latitude, -117.262 longitude.
THE EFFECT OF MAGNITUDE SPAN ON ESTIMATES OF B
The values of N I (m) are subject to a random selection of earthquakes over a limited
area and a limited period of time. For low magnitudes, many earthquakes included in
N I (m) would tend to bring N I (m) close to the G-R expected value. The bootstrap

sampling process employed here also reduces the uncertainty due to the averaging of the
b-values of samples of the natural FMD. At high magnitudes, a small number of
earthquakes tend to flatten the FMD. Hence the b-values would be inaccurately low.
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The selection errors in the large magnitude earthquakes distort the FMD curve at the right
side toward the horizontal. At smaller magnitudes on the left side of the magnitude range,
the number of earthquakes drops off. This drop off of the small earthquakes could result
from detecting a lowered fraction of the small earthquakes, and/or as a result of
uncertainties in the magnitudes as in the synthetic FMDs of Figure 11.
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Figure 15. Comparison of b estimates for FMDs of a natural catalog (saf5). Each
plot a - c shows the three estimates of the b-values for repeated samples of the
original FMD. Each nE earthquakes were randomly sampled 1000 times, b-values
calculated each time, and the mean taken. The original FMD (“Natural FI” in Figure
14) spans magnitudes 1.5 – 4.6 with 3192 earthquakes, and 1049 at magnitudes 2.0 –
4.6. Each of the plots a-c spans a different range of magnitudes. (a) magnitudes 2 .0
– 3.0, (b) magnitudes 1.5 – 3.0, (c) magnitudes 2.0 – 4.6.
Figure 15 (a) shows the mean b-values for the FMD shown in Figure 14, labeled
“Natural FI,” and for the cumulative form of the same FMD, labeled “Natural FC.” The
mean b-values are plotted as a function of the number of earthquakes, nE , used to
estimate b. Each b calculation for each specific number of earthquakes was performed
1000 times, and the mean plotted. All of these estimates used only the section of the
FMD from magnitudes 2.0 to 3.0. In this region, the b-values calculated for the
incremental FMD is bI = 1.345 and for the cumulative case is bC = 1.334 . They differ
by 0.01.
These two b-value estimates respond differently to magnitude errors and to selection
errors. Figure 15 (b) shows the mean b-values for the magnitude range from 1.5 to 3.0.
This section includes the drop off and the reduced slope at the low magnitude (left) end
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due to the magnitude errors and to possible incompleteness. Here we see the b estimates
have separated more substantially, bI = 0.96 and bC = 1.12 . They differ by 0.16, with bI
lower than bC .
Figure 15 (c) shows a similarly prepared plot where the estimates were from
magnitudes 2.0 to 4.6, a region that excludes the effect of the magnitude uncertainty, but
incorporates the distribution uncertainty. Here again the estimates of b differ
substantially: bI = 1.16 , bC = 1.01 , and the difference is 0.15, with bI higher than bC .
A synthetic FMD that models the natural one in Figure 14 was generated and is shown
there as “Model FI,” and “Model FC.” Two equivalent methods were used to generate
synthetic, or model, FMDs. One is to use the Matlab function,
“random(‘exp’,1/b*log(10)),1, nT ),” that generates a vector of nT magnitude values
from an exponential function with parameter b. An error was applied to the magnitudes,
they were rounded and plotted as an incremental FMD. The other method was to
generate an ideal FMD with known b- and a-values, from which a subset of magnitude
values were randomly selected to make a smaller FMD. An error was applied to these
magnitudes. Both of these methods resulted in identical model FMDs and corresponding
mean b(m) plots.
The model incremental FMD in Figure 14 was generated with b = 1.33 and an a-value
that reproduced the number of earthquakes in the natural FMD. Figure 14 shows that the
model compares favorably with the natural FMD below a magnitude of about 3. Figure
16 shows the estimates of the b-values for the magnitude range 2.0 to 3.0. In that range,
bI and bC = 1.33 and 1.34, differing by 0.01.
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Figure 16. The b-value estimates for a generated FMD synthesized to match the
natural FMD saf5 (The generated FMD is shown in Figure I1 as “Model FI”). An
error of standard deviation 0.1 was applied to the magnitudes of the generated FMD.
Each nE earthquakes of the FMD were sampled 1000 times. A b-value of 1.33 was
applied to match the apparent value in Figure 15 (a) and b was estimated between
magnitudes 2.0 and 3.0.
The synthetic model is useful as it verifies that the b-values estimated by these
methods return the value with which the FMD is generated. It also models the natural
catalog and returns the same b-values over that same magnitude span.
Methods are described here to estimate the b-values using the equations for mI (bI ) ,
Eqn. (16), and for mC (bC ) , Eqn. (20). Accurate estimates involve (1) choosing the
magnitude range that avoids the effects of magnitude and selection errors, and (2) taking
the mean b-values estimated on many FMDs made from a large number of randomly
sampled earthquakes. As Figure 16 illustrates, these methods return the b-value used to
generate the synthetic FMD to within 1%. This has been done many times, validating the
methods. Note too, that a span of only 1 magnitude, 2.0 – 3.0, gives the correct b-
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estimate for the synthetic catalog. The Aki-Utsu estimate would be about 20% too high
in this range; see Figure 6.
Identifying the Optimum Magnitude Range
Simulations of earthquake catalogs and their FMDs are employed to demonstrate a
procedure to find the optimum magnitude range in which to estimate b and to
demonstrate that an estimate of the correct value is returned. Generating a model
earthquake catalog includes a random selection of magnitudes that results in some
deviation from the ideal b value used. This variation is not apparent in the simulations of
Figure 16 above, where a new simulated catalog is made for each sample; that is, 1000
simulations are averaged.
Here, six single simulations are made of catalogs with b = 1.0, 300 earthquakes of
magnitude 2.0 and above, and an uncertainty applied to the magnitudes with a standard
deviation of 0.1. The FMDs of the first 4 of these simulations are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Incremental (blue) and cumulative (red) FMDs of four repeated simulations.
For each simulation, b = 1.0, the number of earthquakes ≥ magnitude 2.0 = 300 and the
standard deviation of the applied magnitude uncertainty = 0.1.
To estimate b, we need to find the region of the FMD for which | bC − bI | is a
minimum. Using the FMD at the top left of Figure 17, we pick a likely maximum
magnitude, here 3.5, then estimate bI and bC for a range of minimum magnitudes. Each
estimate randomly samples a number of earthquakes 1000 times (The number sampled
must be smaller than the number of earthquakes in the range for which the estimate is
being made). Hence the b values obtained are mean b values of 1000 estimates. Figure
18(a) plots the difference in these b estimates as a function of the trial minimum
magnitudes. The minimum difference between bI and bC is at magnitude of 1.9. Using
this value, for the minimum magnitude, we search for a maximum magnitude by
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estimating b between magnitude 1.9, and a series of larger magnitudes and plot the
difference between bI and bC . Figure 18(b) shows the result; the best value is
mmax = 4.4 . Estimating bI and bC in the magnitude range [1.9, 4.4], sampling numbers

of earthquakes each 1000 times as described above, gets bI = 1.026 and bC = 1.025 with
the difference between them being 0.001. This particular simulation returned the b-value
with which it was generated, 1.0. The optimum magnitude range for each of the six
simulations varies and each needs to be set individually. Taking the mean of the six
estimates, each of which is a mean, gives bI = 1.024 and bC = 1.023 , with standard
deviations of 0.070 and 0.071, respectively. Hence the method returns the b-value with
which the simulations were generated within about 2%.
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Figure 18. Plots to determine the optimum magnitude range with which to estimate b. (a)
The difference in the bI and bC estimates for potential minimum magnitudes of [1.5, 2.5],
all estimated to a tentative maximum magnitude of 3.5. The minimum difference is at a
minimum magnitude of 1.9. (b) The same process using the minimum magnitude 1.9 to
find the optimum maximum magnitude for estimating b. It is at magnitude 4.4.
Uncertainties in Estimates of b
Since the mean values of b(nE ) are generated from 1000 independent estimates, a
bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation is readily made. Aki (1965) gives an
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expression for the standard deviation as σ b = b̂ / nE , where σ b is the standard deviation
of the estimated b-value, b̂ . As the number of magnitude values, nE , sampled in
constructing the mean magnitude increases, σ b falls as 1 / nE . However, in our model,
as nE approaches the total number of magnitude values in the region of the FMD being
used, the standard deviation takes on artificially low values as the samples come to
include too many of the same magnitude values; these samples are not independent.
Figure 19 shows the log-log plot of σ b (nE ) corresponding to the plot of Figure 15 (a).
For samples of 20 to 200 magnitude values, each drawn 1000 times with replacement,
FMDs generated and the mean b-values and standard deviations determined, the plot is a
straight line with slope −0.5 , as expected from Aki’s expression. For higher values, the
plot turns downward as the standard deviation becomes artificially small. Extending the
straight-line portion of the curve to the maximum number of earthquakes in the FMD
yields σ ! 0.05 , 3.7%, consistent with Aki’s expression.
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Figure 19. The log-log plot of the standard deviation, σ b , of the mean b-values from
the 1000 estimates of Figure 15 (a).
There are two types of uncertainty here. Sampling one FMD as described gives a
mean b with a standard deviation for the statistically independent portion of the mean
value versus the number of earthquakes samples, as described above. This standard
deviation is consistent with Aki’s formula. The second type of uncertainty is due to the
fact that the curves such as those of Figures 15 and 16 are very stable. Although the
standard deviation is consistent with Aki’s equation, running these programs many times
allows for the calculation of the mean of the mean. Since each is generated from
randomly drawn samples, as long as the mean b-values obtained are independent, a mean
of those means and a sample standard deviation (sometimes called the “standard error”)
can be calculated. Such a calculation gives a sample standard deviation of < 0.5% . This
is important as it allows comparisons to be made between closely spaced estimates of bI
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and bC that are used to find the optimum magnitude span for the final estimate of b.
However, for a final error in the estimate of b, this is a very small uncertainty for a
geophysical measurement of a stochastic variable, and does not indicate the actual
uncertainty of the b estimates.
We have accounted for uncertainties inherent in magnitude estimates, and for
uncertainties inherent in the spread to the right (increasing magnitudes) where the rate of
earthquakes is low. There is also randomness inherent in the distribution throughout the
catalog, which determines the standard deviation of b. Another approach to assessing the
uncertainty is to generate several synthetic catalogs that model the FMD of Figure 15(a).
This gives a range of b-values, actually the mean of 1000 samples of each sample of nE
earthquakes (Figure 20). The mean of these mean b estimates is 1.33, matching that of
the natural catalog, with a sample standard deviation of 0.04 or 3%, matching the
standard deviation of the mean of b and that of Aki’s formula. This then is the final
uncertainty estimation for this particular catalog, corresponding to the standard deviation
of the mean b of 1000 samples.
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Figure 20. The final uncertainty. Twenty separate catalogs were generated with b = 1.33 .
The bI -value, the mean obtained from all the sampling, of each was estimated using the
sampling procedures developed here. Random errors appearing in individually generated
catalogs produce a range of values for bI as is seen here. The mean of these mean
estimates is 1.33, and the standard error is 0.04, or 3%.
A COMPARISON OF THESE METHODS AND THOSE USING THE
AKI-UTSU FORMULA
Estimating b
Mostafanejad, et. al. (2013) (MPL) estimate the b-value on the Reelfoot Fault of the
New Madrid Seismic Zone, then on the northern and southern segments separately. They
use the Aki-Utsu formula and a method of estimating the minimum magnitude for the
input catalogs attributed to Woessner and Wiemer (2005).
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Figure 21. Incremental (circles) and cumulative (squares) FMDs for the entire
Reelfoot fault using data from Mostafanejad, et al. (2013).
We use the same data set as MPL, and compare their b estimates with results obtained
from the methods developed in this study. Figure 21 shows the incremental and the
cumulative FMDs generated from the catalog used by MPL. This reproduces the FMDs
of Figure 5 in MPL. MPL uses 1.5 as the minimum magnitude and estimates b with the
Aki-Utsu equation, Eqn. 11, finding bU = 1.15 . Using methods developed in this work,
we make 3 estimates of b in the same magnitude range, [1.5,4.2], Figure 22. The AkiUtsu value is 1.16, reproducing the estimate of MPL. The estimate for bI is 0.05 higher
than that for bC , suggesting that the magnitude range is too far to the right, into the larger
magnitudes.
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Figure 22. The b-value estimates for the Reelfoot Fault, for magnitudes 1.5 to 4.2.
Using the procedures described above, we find an optimum magnitude span for the
FMD of Figure 21 and estimate b between these magnitudes. The optimum magnitude
range is [1.7, 3.0]. The resulting estimates of b are shown in Figure 23. Here bI = 1.094
and bC = 1.091 , different by 0.003, and bU = 1.218 , higher than the original measurement,
which is consistent with its bias when making an estimate over a short magnitude span
(see Figure 6).
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Figure 23. Estimating the b-values for the Reelfoot Fault using the optimum
magnitude range [1.7, 3.0].
Effect of Regions of the FMD Outside the Optimum Magnitude Span
The natural catalog and FMD of the Reelfoot Fault allows an opportunity to
examine the effect of regions outside of the optimum span of magnitudes, since the
synthetic FMDs used above do not have the long distribution of small numbers of
large earthquakes. Estimates of b are made in the span from below the minimum
magnitude to the maximum and in the span from the minimum to the highest
magnitude in the FMD. Figure 24 estimates the b-values for the Reelfoot Fault in the
magnitude spans (a) [1.4, 3.0] and (b) [1.7, 4.2]. Table 2 summarizes the results.
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Figure 24. Estimates of the b-values of the Reelfoot Fault using expanded magnitude
ranges below and above the optimum range. (a) Magnitude span [1.4, 3.0] (b) Magnitude
span [1.7, 4.2].
Table 2.
The dependence of the b estimates on the magnitude span for the Reelfoot Fault FMD.
m0

mmax

bI

bC

bI − bC

Optimum Span

1.7

3.0

1.094

1.091

0.003

Optimum Span +
lower magnitudes

1.4

3.0

0.972

1.091

-0.119

Optimum Span +
higher magnitudes

1.7

4.2

1.095

1.061

0.034
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Figure 24 (a) and (b) and Table 2 illustrate that in the optimum span, the b-values are
close, 0.003 units apart. Including lower magnitudes separates them by 0.119 units, with
bC > bI and including higher magnitudes separates them by 0.034 units, with bI > bC .

We would expect the low numbers of large magnitude earthquakes to have a small effect
on estimates of b, but this last result indicates that the process is sensitive to these low
numbers.
A synthetic model of the Reelfoot Fault catalog, using the same magnitude range and
the same number of earthquakes, applying a magnitude error with σ = 0.1 and setting
b = 1.09 as estimated for the natural data yields an FMD, shown in Figure 25, that

reproduces the salient features of the FMD of the natural catalog up to magnitude 3.0,
Figure 21. Notice that the uncertainty applied to the magnitudes apparently reproduces
much of the fall-off at magnitudes <1.5. Estimating the b-values for the synthetic catalog
in the same magnitude span as used for the original data returns the b-values used to
synthesize the model, Figure 26, and reproduces the plot for the natural catalog, Figure
23. Here bI and bC = 1.092 and 1.091, and bU = 1.216 as with the natural catalog.
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Figure 25. Synthetic FMDs that model those of the Reelfoot Fault. The magnitude
range [1.2, 4.2 ] and the number of earthquakes, 888 from magnitudes 1.7 to 3.0, are
set as in Figure 18 and the b-value is set at 1.09, estimated as is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 26. The b-value estimates of the synthetic FMDs of Figure 25, made from
magnitudes [1.7, 3.0].
These methods of estimating b-values return the values from which synthetic catalogs
are generated, as in Figures 16, 17 and 26, supporting the validity of these methods.
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The North and South Sections of the Reelfoot Fault
We applied these methods to compare estimates of b-values for the complete, northern
and southern segments of the Reelfoot Fault that were also estimated by MLP.

Figure 27. FMD of the Northern (a) and the Southern (b) sections of the Reelfoot Fault.
The optimum magnitude span for (a) the Northern section is [1.5, 2.6] and for (b) the
Southern section is [1.8, 2.8].
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Table 3
Comparison of Estimates of b on the Reelfoot Fault
Complete

North

South

Modeled

MPL

1.15

1.7

1.2

1.44

These Methods

1.09

1.36

0.77

1.08

Optimum magnitude spans were found for each section and the b-values estimated. The
results are shown in Table 3, in columns 2, 3, and 4, including comparisons with the
estimates of MLP.
The catalogs of the northern and southern sections combine to form the complete
Reelfoot Fault earthquake catalog and FMD. The seismicity, the a parameter of the G-R
relation, and the b-values of the two sections determine the b-value of the complete Fault
FMD. Column 5 of Table 3 shows the modeled b-values for the complete Fault from the
seismicity and estimated b-values of the northern and southern components of the
complete Fault. The Modeled value (1.08) corresponds well to the estimate made by
these methods for the complete Fault (1.09).
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Chapter 3
Conclusions
The procedures described here estimate the Gutenberg-Richter b-value for any span of
magnitudes. We have presented exact formulas for the mean magnitude of the
incremental FMD, mI (bI ) , and for the cumulative form, mC (bC ) . Like the Aki
Maximum Likelihood Function, these formulas relate the b-value to the mean magnitude.
The formulas presented here account for the discrete nature of the magnitudes and return
b-values that are accurate for magnitude spans as small as 0.5 magnitude units. A
bootstrap sampling procedure is used, estimating b many times from randomly selected
earthquakes from a catalog that are then averaged. Such averaging makes it possible to
discriminate between the bI and the bC values, confirms the applicability of Aki’s
formula for the uncertainty as b / nE , extracts information from catalogs as small as 20
earthquakes and also eliminates the oscillations that b shows as a function of the number
of earthquakes due to the discrete nature of the frequency of earthquakes, N I (m) and
N C (m) .

The FMD of a natural earthquake catalog exhibits a depressed b-value at the low
magnitude region due to errors in the magnitude estimates, and at the high magnitude end
due to selection errors for the small number of earthquakes. Two methods of estimating
b, the first, bI , applied to an incremental FMD, the second, bC , applied to a cumulative
FMD, respond differently to the errors at either end of the FMD. At the low magnitude
end bC is larger than bI , and at the high magnitude end, bI is larger than bC . In the
example shown here, Figures 15 (b) and (c), the two estimates bI and bC differ by
approximately 15%. In the middle, shown in Figure 15(a) where the effects of the
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magnitude and selection errors are not present, the two estimates are close together: the
difference between bI and bC is less than 1%. Hence the comparison between the two
estimates can be used to locate the optimal region for the b-value estimate. Locating the
optimal point at the low magnitude end of the FMD subsumes issues of locating the
magnitude at which the catalog is complete (Kijko and Smit, 2012, Mignan and
Woessner, 2012), and formulas derived using the discrete nature of magnitude values
correct errors due to binning the magnitude values (Marzocchi and Sandri, 2003; Bender,
1983).
Although the focus here is on catalogs with short magnitude spans, < 3 magnitude
units when the magnitudes are 0.1 magnitude units apart, catalogs with apparently longer
magnitude spans may require these procedures to make an accurate estimate. The
minimum and maximum magnitudes within which the estimates are valid may leave a
magnitude span too short for methods based on the Aki-Utsu formula to be valid. The
natural catalog of Figure 14, for example, has 3,200 earthquakes in a magnitude span of
[1.5, 4.6], yet b-value estimates are valid only for the 970 earthquakes in the magnitude
range [2.0, 3.0], and only using the formulas and procedures described herein.
Estimates of b made by randomly sampling increasing numbers of magnitude values,
nE , from the FMD 1000 times, and taking the mean of the b estimates yields a constant

value of b as nE increases, see Figure 15(a). The constant value is taken as the b estimate
and the standard deviation taken from the 1000 estimates. The standard deviations,
which fall as 1 / nE , are corrected to where the samples are statistically independent.
The mean b estimates obtained in this way are very stable. Repeating the process
produces closely spaced estimates that can be averaged to yield a sample standard
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deviation, which can be on the order of 0.5%. This makes it possible to resolve bI and
bC so as to locate the minimum and maximum magnitudes to use. This sample standard

deviation is small because only one catalog is being used. Generating synthetic catalogs
to match the one for which b is being estimated produces a range of mean b values. The
mean of these values returns the value from which the catalogs were generated, but with a
realistic standard deviation.
In sum, this is the procedure to estimate the b-value of the Gutenberg-Richter relation:
Elements of the Process
1. Generating incremental and cumulative FMDs from an earthquake catalog: Form
values of N I (m) from a list of magnitudes in the catalog, or from the sample taken from
a list. Form values of N C (m) by taking the reverse cumulative sum of N I (m) . Plot
log N (m) for each.

2. Estimating b: Form the mean magnitudes of the FMD and solve Eqn. (16), mI (bI )
and Eqn. (20), mC (bC ) , inversely.
3. Sampling: Randomly sample a specific number of earthquakes, nE , from a list of the
magnitudes in the FMD, form an FMD from the sample and estimate bI and bC . Repeat
this sampling process 1000 times and take the average, forming the mean and the
standard deviation of b(nE ) .
4. Find the minimum and maximum magnitudes that minimize the difference between
bI and bC : Use the log N (m) plots to estimate a maximum magnitude and a range of

likely minimum magnitudes. Use the N C (m) values to determine how many earthquakes
there are in that magnitude range to sample. Estimate bI and bC over the range of likely
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minimum magnitudes and locate the minimum value of | bC − bI | (actually the mean
values). Using this as the minimum magnitude, find the maximum magnitude the same
way.
The Procedure to Estimate b
1. Generate incremental and cumulative FMDs from the earthquake catalog from which
b is to be estimated.
2. Find the minimum and maximum magnitude span to use.
3. Estimate bI and bC in that magnitude range for several samples of nE earthquakes.
The stable values for the larger values of nE are the estimated b-values.
4. Make a log-log plot of the standard deviations as a function of nE . The extension of
the straight-line region is the standard deviation of uncertainty in the b estimate.
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Data and Resources
The earthquake catalogs of two segments of the San Andreas Fault, designated herein
as saf5 and saf9, were obtained from the Southern California Earthquake Center in
October 2009. The data is currently available at http://scedc.caltech.edu/eq-catalogs/.
Earthquakes of magnitudes ≥ 1.5 and from the years 1980 through 2009 were selected
from this catalog and declustered (Gardner and Knopoff, 1974).
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Appendices
Appendix A
Derivation of Equation (5), the Bounded Cumulative Form of the
Gutenberg-Richter Relation
The cumulative rate of earthquakes is the incremental rate at m plus the sum of all
incremental rates > m . For the minimum magnitude m0 ,
n

N C ( m0 ) = N I ( m0 ) + ∑ N I ( m0 + iΔm ) .
i=1

mi = m0 + iΔm is the i-th magnitude and m0 + nΔm is the maximum magnitude, making
N C (m) bounded. For any magnitude mk ,
n

N C (mk ) = ∑ N I (m0 + iΔm)
i=k

N C ( mk ) is the sum of all the N I (m) for m ≥ mk . Substituting Eqn. (15),
N I (m) = eα −β m :
n
⎡ n
⎤
N C ( mk ) = ∑ N I ( m0 + iΔm ) = eα ⎢ ∑ e− β ( m0 +iΔm ) ⎥
⎣ i=k
⎦
i=k
n

N C ( mk ) = eα −β m0 ∑ e− βiΔm .
i=k

Let z = e− βΔm and noting that i = 1 : k : n ,
n

n

k−1

i=k

i=1

i=1

∑ zi = ∑ zi − ∑ zi .
The summations are geometric series, a case of low-order polylogarithms, Jonquiere’s
function, and z i < 1 . Then, for finite n,
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n

∑ zi =

z (1− z n )

(A1)

1− z

i=1

n

Let S = ∑ e− βiΔm and using equation (A1):
i=k

n

S=

∑z

i

=

i=k

z (1− z n )
1− z

−

z (1− z k−1 )
1− z

=

z ( z k−1 − z n )
1− z

− βΔm
replacing z with e
:

S=

(

e− βΔm e− β ( k−1)Δm − e− β nΔm
1− e

− βΔm

)

To rewrite with the maximum magnitude, mmax in place of n and k:

mk = m0 + kΔm , kΔm = mk − m0 , ( k − 1) Δm = mk − m0 − Δm
The maximum magnitude, mmax = m0 + nΔm , nΔm = mmax − m0 .
Substituting into S:
S=

e− βΔm ⎡ − β ( mk −m0 −Δm ) − β ( mmax −m0 ) ⎤ e− βΔm eβ m0 ⎡ − β ( mk −Δm ) − β mmax ⎤
e
−e
−e
⎦ = 1− e− βΔm ⎣ e
⎦
1− e− βΔm ⎣

N C ( mk ) = eα e− β m0 S =

eα e− βΔm ⎡ − β ( mk −Δm ) − β mmax ⎤
e
−e
⎦
1− e− βΔm ⎣

Dropping the index k, we have the bounded cumulative form of the Gutenberg-Richter
relation in terms of the incremental parameter α :
NC ( m ) =

eα
⎡ e− β m − e− β ( mmax +Δm ) ⎤
− βΔm ⎣
⎦
1− e

(5)
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Appendix B
Derivation of the relationship to interchange the incremental and cumulative forms of the
Gutenberg-Richter relation, Eqn. (6).
The b parameter remains the same in both the incremental and cumulative forms. We
derive an exact expression for the A parameter of the cumulative relation in terms of a,
the parameter for the incremental form.
The cumulative form of the Gutenberg-Richter, relation is, in base 10:
log N C = A − bm

(1)

The incremental form is:
log N I = a − bm

(2)

As noted above, a small error in A can lead to large errors in N . Here is a derivation of
the exact equation:
Convert Equation (5) to base 10:
10 a
⎡10 −bm − 10 −b( mmax +Δm ) ⎤
NC ( m ) =
−bΔm ⎣
⎦
1− 10

For m = 0 , N C ( 0 ) = 10 A and
10 A =

−b( mmax +Δm )
⎡
⎤ ⎛ 10 bΔm ⎞
10 a
−b( mmax +Δm )
a 1− 10
⎡
⎤
1−
10
=
10
⎢
⎥ ⎜ bΔm ⎟
−bΔm
⎦
1− 10 −bΔm ⎣
⎣ 1− 10
⎦ ⎝ 10 ⎠

bΔm
⎛ 10 bΔm − 10 −bmmax ⎞
− 1+ 1− 10 −bmmax ⎞
a ⎛ 10
= 10 a ⎜
=
10
⎜⎝
⎟⎠
10 bΔm − 1
⎝ 10 bΔm − 1 ⎟⎠

⎛ 1− 10 −bmmax ⎞
10 A = 10 a ⎜ 1+
10 bΔm − 1 ⎟⎠
⎝
⎛ 1− 10 −bmmax ⎞
A = a + log ⎜ 1+
10 bΔm − 1 ⎟⎠
⎝

(6)
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The equation due to Herrmann (1977), Eqn. (7) is based on this definition of the
cumulative FMD: N C (m − Δm) = N C (m + Δm) + N I (m) . Using the definition
N C (m) = N C (m + Δm) + N I (m) leads to Eqn. (6), except for the very small 10 −bmmax term

that accounts for the boundedness of the cumulative G-R relation.
Appendix C
Derivation of Equation (16), the Mean Magnitude Based on the
Incremental Form of the Gutenberg-Richter Relation
Beginning with the definition of the mean magnitude:
n

mI =

∑ m N (m )
i

I

i

(14)

i=0
n

∑ N (m )
I

i

i=0

we substitute the exponential form of the Gutenberg-Richter relation for incremental N,
the number or rate of earthquakes:

N I ( mi ) = eα −β mi .

(15)

Using mi = m0 + iΔm so that the index, i, begins after the minimum magnitude m0 .
n

mI =

m0 eα −β m0 + ∑ ( m0 + iΔm ) eα −β ( m0 +iΔm )
i=1

α − β m0

e

n

+ ∑ eα −β ( m0 +iΔm )
i=1

α − β m0
factoring out e
and canceling it:
n

mI =

n

m0 + m0 ∑ e− βiΔm + Δm ∑ ie− βΔm
i=1

i=1

n

1+ ∑ e

− β iΔm

i=1

let z = e− βΔm
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mI =

n
n
⎛
⎞
m0 ⎜ 1+ ∑ z i ⎟ + Δm ∑ iz i
⎝
⎠
i=1
i=1
n

1+ ∑ z i
i=1

n

mI = m0 + Δm

∑ iz

i

(C1)

i=1

n

1+ ∑ z

i

i=1

First, we continue for n → ∞ . The summations are both low-order polylogarithms,
Jonquière’s function, and z i < 1 , then
∞

∑ zi =
i=1

z
1− z

∞

and

∑ iz
i=1

i

=

z
.
(1− z)2

Substituting into equation (C1):

z
(1− z )2
mI = m0 + Δm
z
1+
1− z

= m0 + Δm

z
1− z

− βΔm
replacing z with e
:

mI = m0 + Δm

e− βΔm
1
m0 + Δm βΔm
− βΔm =
1− e
e −1

From here, finding eβΔm = 1+

1 ⎛
Δm ⎞
Δm
ln ⎜ 1+
, and then β =
.
Δm ⎝
mI − m0 ⎟⎠
m I − m0

With β = b ln10 , this is the equation derived by Tinti and Mulargia (1987), Eqn. (12).
They derive it from the PDF of the Gutenberg-Richter relation and discrete m, using
probabilistic methods. However, it only works for large n. Continuing from Equation
(C1), we find an expression for all n.
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n

For finite n,

∑ zi =

z (1− z n )
1− z

i=1

n

, and

∑ izi = z

1− ( n + 1) z n + nz n+1

i=1

(1− z )2

(C2)

Substituting into Equation (C1):

⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
n
n+1
⎪ z ⎡⎣1− ( n + 1) z + nz ⎤⎦ ⎪
mI = m0 + Δm ⎨
⎬ and simplifying:
⎡ z (1− z n ) ⎤ ⎪
2
⎪
⎪ (1− z ) ⎢1+ 1− z ⎥ ⎪
⎢⎣
⎥⎦ ⎭
⎩
n
n+1
⎪⎧ z ⎡1− ( n + 1) z + nz ⎤⎦ ⎪⎫
mI = m0 + Δm ⎨ ⎣
⎬ .
n+1
n+2
⎪⎩ 1− z − z + z
⎪⎭
− βΔm
replacing z with e
:

⎡ 1− ( n + 1) e− β nΔm + ne− β ( n+1)Δm
mI = m0 + Δme− βΔm ⎢
⎢⎣ 1− e− βΔm 1+ e− β nΔm − e− β ( n+1)Δm

(

)

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

(16)

This is the equation used to calculate bI , using bI = β / ln10 .
Appendix D
Derivation of Equation (20), the Mean Magnitude Based on the
Cumulative Form of the Gutenberg-Richter Relation
The cumulative mean magnitude, mC , is defined in parallel with the incremental mean
magnitude:
n

mC =

∑ m N (m )
i

C

i

(18)

i=0
n

∑ N (m )
C

i

i=0

Using mmax = m0 + nΔm , so equation (5) becomes
− β m +( n+1)Δm )
⎤ .
N C ( m ) = c ⎡ e− β m − e ( 0
⎣
⎦

(19)
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Calculating the denominator of Equation (18), omitting the coefficient c as it will appear
as a factor in the numerator and the denominator and will cancel:
n

n

∑ N (m ) = N (m ) + ∑ N (m )
c

i

C

0

C

i=0

i

i=1

n

= N C ( m0 ) + ∑ N c ( m0 + iΔm ) ,
i=1

Substituting Equation (19):
n

− β m +( n+1)Δm )
− β m +( n+1)Δm )
⎤
= e − β m0 − e ( 0
+ ∑ ⎡ e− β ( m0 +iΔm ) − e ( 0
⎣
⎦
i=1
n
⎡
⎤
= e− β m0 ⎢1− e− β (n+1)Δm + ∑ e− βiΔm − ne− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥
⎣
⎦
i=1

n
⎡
⎤
= e− β m0 ⎢1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm + ∑ e− βiΔm ⎥ .
⎣
⎦
i=1

Calculating the numerator of Equation (18):
n

n

∑ m N (m ) = m N (m ) + ∑(m
i

C

i

0

C

0

i=0

0

+ iΔm ) N C ( m0 + iΔm )

i=1

(

)

n

(

− β m +( n+1)Δm )
= m0 e− β m0 − e− β m0 e− β ( n+1)Δm + ∑ ( m0 + iΔm ) e− β ( m0 +iΔm ) − e ( 0
i=1

)

Working with the second term, call it T:

(

n

− β m +( n+1)Δm )
T = ∑ ( m0 + iΔm ) e− β ( m0 +iΔm ) − e ( 0
i=1

)

n

= e− β m0 ∑ (m0 e− βiΔm − m0 e− β ( n+1)Δm + iΔme− βiΔm − iΔme− β ( n+1)Δm )
i=1

n
n
⎡
⎤
Δm
= e− β m0 ⎢ m0 ∑ e− βiΔm − m0 ne− β ( n+1)Δm + Δm ∑ ie− βiΔm −
n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥
2
⎣ i=1
⎦
i=1
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⎡ ⎛ n
⎞
⎛ n
⎞⎤
1
= e− β m0 ⎢ m0 ⎜ ∑ e− βiΔm − ne− β ( n+1)Δm ⎟ + Δm ⎜ ∑ ie− βiΔm − n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎟ ⎥
⎠
⎝ i=1
⎠⎦
2
⎣ ⎝ i=1

Returning to the whole numerator:
n

∑ m N (m ) =
i

C

i

i=1

e

− β m0

n
⎧ ⎡
⎡ n − βiΔm 1
⎤⎫
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β iΔm ⎤
+ ∑e
− n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥ ⎬
⎨ m0 ⎢1− ( n + 1) e
⎥ + Δm ⎢ ∑ ie
2
⎦
⎣ i=1
⎦⎭
i=1
⎩ ⎣

Substituting the numerator and denominator into Equation (18):
n

mC =

∑ m N (m )
i

C

i

i=1
n

∑ N (m )
C

i

i=1

n
⎧ ⎡
⎤
⎡ n
⎤⎫
1
e− β m0 ⎨ m0 ⎢1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm + ∑ e− βiΔm ⎥ + Δm ⎢ ∑ ie− βiΔm − n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥ ⎬
2
⎦
⎣ i=1
⎦⎭
i=1
⎩ ⎣
=
n
⎡
⎤
e− β m0 ⎢1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm + ∑ e− βiΔm ⎥
⎣
⎦
i=1

The first term of the factor of m0 in the numerator and the denominator are the same:

⎡ n − βiΔm 1
⎤
− n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥
⎢ ∑ ie
2
⎥
mC = m0 + Δm ⎢ i=1
n
⎢ 1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− βiΔm ⎥
∑
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
i=1
As before, let z = e− βΔm , and using equations (C2):
⎡ 1− ( n + 1) z n + nz n+1 1
⎤
− n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎥
2
⎢z
2
(1− z )
⎥
mC = m0 + Δm ⎢
n
⎢
⎥
z
1−
z
( )
1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm +
⎢
⎥
1− z
⎣
⎦

Multiplying top and bottom by (1− z ) and exchanging the resulting two terms in the
2

denominator:
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1
2
⎧ ⎡
⎫
n
n+1
⎤
z
1−
(n
+
1)z
+
nz
−
n ( n + 1) (1− z ) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎪
⎣
⎦
⎪
2
mC = m0 + Δm ⎨
⎬
n
z
1−
z
1−
z
+
1−
z
(
)
(
)2 ⎡⎣1− ( n + 1) e− β (n+1)Δm ⎤⎦ ⎪
( )
⎪
⎩
⎭
We continue with the expression inside the braces piece by piece. First the denominator,
Den:
2
Den = z (1− z ) (1− z n ) + (1− z ) ⎡⎣1− ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm ⎤⎦

= z − z 2 − z n+1 + z n+2 + (1− z ) − (1− z ) ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm
2

2

= 1− z − z n+1 + z n+2 − (1− z ) ( n + 1) e− β ( n+1)Δm
2

The whole expression inside the braces is

1
2 − β ( n+1)Δm ⎫
⎧ ⎡
n
n+1
⎪ z ⎣1− (n + 1)z + nz ⎤⎦ − 2 n ( n + 1) (1− z ) e
⎪
⎨
⎬
2
− β ( n+1)Δm
n+1
n+2
(1− z − z + z ) − (1− z ) ( n + 1) e
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
Working with the four terms inside the braces separately.
Designating them

Num NL + NR
− βΔm
and replacing z with e
:
=
Den DL + DR

NL = e− βΔm ⎡⎣1− ( n + 1) e− β nΔm + ne− β ( n+1)Δm ⎤⎦
2
1
NR = − n ( n + 1) (1− e− βΔm ) e− β nΔm e− βΔm
2
1
= − n ( n + 1) (1− 2e− βΔm + e− β 2 Δm ) e− β nΔm e− βΔm
2

(

1
= − n ( n + 1) e− βΔm e− β nΔm − 2e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− β ( n+2 )Δm
2

)

1
⎡ 1
⎤
= e− βΔm ⎢ − n(n + 1)e− β nΔm + n(n + 1)e− β ( n+1)Δm − n(n + 1)e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎥
2
⎣ 2
⎦
Num = NL + NR
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= e− βΔm
1
1
⎡
⎤
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β nΔm
− β nΔm
1−
(n
+
1)e
+
ne
−
n
n
+
1
e
+
n
n
+
1
e
−
n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎥
(
)
(
)
⎢⎣
2
2
⎦

Reorganizing Num

1
⎡ 1
⎤
= e− βΔm ⎢1− ( n + 1) ( n + 2 ) e− β nΔm + n ( n + 2 ) e− β ( n+1)Δm − n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎥
2
⎣ 2
⎦
DL = 1− e− βΔm − e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− β ( n+2 )Δm

(

DR = − ( n + 1) e− βΔm e− β nΔm − 2e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− β ( n+2 )Δm

)

Den = DL + DR

(

= 1− e− βΔm − e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− β ( n+2 )Δm − ( n + 1) e− βΔm e− β nΔm − 2e− β ( n+1)Δm + e− β ( n+2 )Δm

)

Reorganizing:
= 1− e− βΔm ⎡⎣1+ ( n + 2 ) e− β nΔm − ( 2n + 3) e− β ( n+1)Δm + ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎤⎦

Assembling mC :

1
⎧ 1
⎫
1− ( n + 1) ( n + 2 ) e− β nΔm + n ( n + 2 ) e− β ( n+1)Δm − n ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎪
⎪
2
mC = m0 + Δme− βΔm ⎨ 2 − βΔm
⎬
− β ( n+1)Δm
− β nΔm
⎡⎣1+ ( n + 2 ) e
− ( 2n + 3) e
+ ( n + 1) e− β ( n+2 )Δm ⎤⎦ ⎪
⎪ 1− e
⎩
⎭
(20)
This is the equation used to calculate bC , using bC = β / ln10 .
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